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Financial institutions issuance picked 
up through the first week of the year, 
helped by issuers offering healthy new 
issue premiums, and activity is expect-
ed to remain high next week, especial-
ly with uncertainty seen increasing as 
January progresses.

Fresh Grexit fears and uncertainty 
over the extent and timing of any Euro-
pean Central Bank sovereign QE meant 
that markets reopened in the new year 
with question marks hanging over them, 
although the prospect of further central 
bank action has kept a lid on fears of a 
renewed Eurozone crisis.

After a weak opening on Monday, 
public holidays in many parts of Europe 
on Tuesday meant that the reopening of 
the euro market faced a further delay, 
although that did not stop the sterling 
market from getting off to a strong start 
in covered bonds, with Barclays selling a 
£1bn three year FRN on Monday and Ca-
nadian banks raising a combined £800m 
of short dated issuance in its wake.

Euro FIG issuance took off on Wednes-
day, with Abbey attracting Eu5bn of 
demand for a Eu1.5bn seven year fixed 
rate senior unsecured deal at 65bp over 
mid-swaps and issuers including Bank 
of Nova Scotia, BFCM, Intesa, Lloyds, 
Rabobank and Société Générale also hit-
ting the market, while activity picked up 
across other sectors such as corporates, 
insurers and SSAs in euros and dollars. 
The first euro covered bond of 2015 
then hit the market on Thursday, with 
Westpac selling a Eu1.25bn seven year 
benchmark at 14bp over mid-swaps.

The week’s supply was well bid, 
with one syndicate banker attributing 
the reception to the level of new issue 
premiums.

“Oversubscription levels continue to 
remain elevated,” he said, “in part due to 
the NIPs that are on offer, with five to 10 
year fixed rate transactions offering 20bp 
NIP at IPTs and landing with 10bp NIP 
on average.”
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FIG momentum builds as
high NIPs trump uncertainty

Latest Nordic FI benchmarks

Senior unsecured (z spreads mid)
JYBC FRN 06/17 32bp
POHBK 1.125% 06/19 18bp
DANBNK FRN 11/18 39bp

Covered bonds (asw spreads mid)
POHBK 1.000% 11/24 5bp
NDASS 1.000% 11/24 -1bp
SHBASS 0.625% 11/21 3bp

 Source: CACIB trading 7/1/15
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S&P: Swedish covereds 
resilient even if house 
prices fall by 30%
Swedish house prices could fall in 
2015 against a backdrop of stricter 
amortisation requirements and Eu-
rope’s deteriorating economic out-
look, but Swedish covered bond rat-
ings would likely prove resilient even 
if prices fell by 30%, Standard & 
Poor’s said yesterday (Wednesday).

While the ongoing increase in Swed-
ish house prices could continue this 
year — in Q3 2014 nominal house 
prices were more than 20% higher than 
in 2007 — S&P noted that, according 
to the OECD, house price-to-income 
ratios indicate a current overvaluation 
by 21.6% above the long term average 
price-to-income ratio. The rating agen-
cy said that the house price apprecia-
tion is “exaggerated”.

The Swedish central bank has warned 
on the high prices and S&P said that 
against a backdrop of moves regard-
ing regulatory requirements for mort-
gage loan amortisation and Europe’s 
weak economy, a correction could be 
building up, with Swedish house pric-
es eventually falling to align with the 
long term average.

“The magnitude of any reversion of 
(continued on page 3)
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FI to follow Danes with waiver

The new issue premium on Westpac’s 
covered bond, which was put at be-
tween 3bp and 5bp, was noted as being 
an increase on the flat to negative pric-
ing versus secondaries seen on many 
issues sold in late 2014 on the back of 
the ECB’s third covered bond purchase 
programme.

The primary market is expected to be 
busy again next week.

“The FIG market is red hot and there 
will be an advantage to be the first 
mover next week as supply will con-
tinue to be heavy, particularly in the 
senior unsecured market,” said Vin-
cent Hoarau, head of FIG syndicate at 
Crédit Agricole CIB. 

“Even if the liquidity situation re-
mains exceptional there are some risk 
factors at back end of this month, and 
for the time being only positive news 
is priced in, starting with an imminent 
launch of QE.

“Front-loading is therefore the name 
of the game. At some point supply could 
weigh a bit on spreads in primary, par-
ticularly if fresh supply stops performing 
off the break.”

The ECB has a governing council 
meeting on 22 January when a QE an-
nouncement could be made, while Greek 
elections are on 25 January.

Covered bond issuance in particular is 
expected to pick up in euros after only 
the one deal this week.

“There will be a lot of activity next 
week, from the usual suspects in France 
and Germany,” said a syndicate banker. 
“We had the holiday on Tuesday so the 
second week is the first full one and the 
only week before the ECB makes its new 
announcements and before the elections 
in Greece.

“So I think a lot of issuers will decide 
to come to the market next week and 
to use the window, which is now pretty 
wide open.”

However, expectations of supply from 
the Nordic region are low given that 
many issuers are in or soon entering 
blackout periods. Nordea, SEB, Sven-
ska Handelsbanken and Swedbank are 
going into blackout tomorrow (Friday) 
and other Nordic banks will follow them 
next week. n

Covered set to pick up 
after subdued startThe Swedish FSA is implementing a 

partial waiver from the application 
of CRR covered bond requirements 
that could cause concentration risk 
after the European Banking Authori-
ty agreed that a similar move in Den-
mark is justified.

Under Article 129(1)(c) of the Capital 
Requirements Regulation (CRR), expo-
sures to credit institutions that are used 
as collateral for covered bonds (which 
are to achieve preferential treatment) 
must not exceed 15% of the nominal 
amount of outstanding covered bonds 
of an issuer and be credit quality step 1 
(CQS 1) — i.e. at least AA-. Competent 
authorities are, however, able to partially 
waive this requirement and allow CQS 2 
(at least A-) up to 10% of the total after 
consulting with the EBA.

The Danish FSA, Finanstilsynet, 
submitted a proposal for such a partial 
waiver on 8 May 2014, according to the 
EBA, highlighting that only one credit 
institution in Denmark qualifies as CQS 
1, Nordea Bank Danmark. On 19 De-
cember the EBA said that on the basis of 
Finanstilsynet’s submission, there is suf-
ficient evidence of a potential concentra-
tion problem in Denmark.

“This has the potential to result in pru-
dential concerns and concerns related to 
the degree of competition in the financial 

market,” it said. “The EBA is therefore 
of the opinion that the establishment of 
a partial waiver is currently adequately 
justified.”

The EBA also laid out factors it would 
take into account when assessing pro-
posed partial waivers and the Swedish 
FSA (Finansinspektionen, or FI) an-
nounced its plan on 29 December, noting 
the publication of the EBA’s opinion re-
garding the Danish proposal.

“Finansinspektionen will implement 
the partial waiver within its jurisdic-
tion,” it said. “This is done in order to 
avoid the potential concentration prob-
lem that would otherwise arise from the 
restriction of possible exposures.

“The implementation of the partial 
waiver does not result in lower require-
ments on issuers of Swedish covered 
bonds,” it added, “as the partial waiver 
means that the current rules will contin-
ue to be in place.”

According to a covered bond analyst, 
the German regulator, BaFin, has also 
moved to allow for exposures to credit 
institutions other than those of CQS 1.

“We expect other European countries’ 
banking regulators to take up this option to 
lower the credit standards required of bank 
assets,” he said, “since generally very few 
European commercial banks now have is-
suer ratings compatible with CQS 1.” n

(continued from page 1)
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Covered cushion protects against house price fall
house prices to a stable level in the 
long term will depend on the pace of 
interest rate increases, housing sup-
ply, as well as changes in amortization 
patterns, tax laws, consumer expecta-
tions, or unemployment,” said the rat-
ing agency.

However, having tested the impacts 
of various house price decline scenar-
ios on the covered bond programmes 
of three Swedish banks — Swedbank 
Hypotek, Nordea Hypotek and Läns-
försäkringar Hypotek — S&P said its 
Swedish covered bond ratings would 
likely remain stable.

Without changing any other ele-
ments of its rating analysis, the agency 
reduced the most recent property valu-
ations of the residential pools backing 
the three programmes by 10%, 20%, 
and 30%.

The lower valuation scenarios in-
crease weighted-average LTV ratios 
and, in turn, weighted-average foreclo-
sure frequency and weighted-average 
loss severity, according to S&P.  

The impact on potential losses on the 
pools would result in higher target en-
hancement levels, with target overcollat-

eralisation commensurate with a triple-A 
rating in the most severe scenario in-
creasing by an average of 13.4 percent-
age points to 29.7%, for example. But 
S&P said that even in this case nominal 
overcollateralisation remains sufficient 
for all the programmes it tested.

The rating agency noted that avail-
able eligible assets for overcollateral-
isation could be below that necessary 
to support current ratings, but said it 
believes that issuers would replace in-

eligible assets with eligible assets if 
available, or that the ineligible assets 
would remain in the cover pool for the 
benefit of covered bond investors.

“We therefore consider that there is 
sufficient cushion between the cover 
pools’ available and target overcollat-
eralisation levels to allow the Swedish 
covered bond programs that we rate 
to withstand a decline of up to 30% in 
house prices without suffering a down-
grade,” said S&P. n

Why not visit us online every week at 
Nordic-FI.com?
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ISIN Coupon Maturity Mid Spd
AKTIA (*AKTIA REMB)

XS0640889803* 3.125 22/06/2016 -2
XS0946639381 1.125 25/06/2018 -5
XS1056447797 1.000 15/04/2019 -6

BRF
XS0882166282 2.500 31/01/2018 54

DANBNK
XS1113212721 0.375 26/08/2019 -1
XS0469000144 4.125 26/11/2019 -3
XS1071388117 1.250 11/06/2021 4
XS0519458755 3.750 23/06/2022 5
XS0802067636 2.500 09/07/2015 -3
XS0627692204 3.875 18/05/2016 1
XS0751166835 3.875 28/02/2017 10
XS1139303736 3mE+35 19/11/2018 39

DNBNO
XS0728790402 2.375 11/04/2017 -8
XS0877571884 1.000 22/01/2018 -6
XS0992304369 1.125 12/11/2018 -5
XS0794233865 1.875 18/06/2019 -3
XS1117515871 0.375 07/10/2019 -1
XS1137512742 3mE+10bp 17/11/2021 12
XS0637846725 3.875 16/06/2021 2
XS0759310930 2.750 21/03/2022 5
XS0856976682 1.875 21/11/2022 5
XS0522030310 3.875 29/06/2020 12
XS0595092098 4.375 24/02/2021 24
XS0732513972 4.25 18/01/2022 27

EIKBOL
XS0736417642 2.250 25/01/2017 -5
XS0851683473 1.250 06/11/2017 -4
XS0794570944 2.000 19/06/2019 2
XS1044766191 1.500 12/03/2021 5

JYBC
XS0856532618 3mE+110bp 20/05/2015 15
XS1078186001 3mE+50bp 19/06/2017 32

LANSBK
XS0926822189 1.125 07/05/2020 1

MINGNO
XS0893363258 2.125 21/02/2018 29
XS1069518451 1.500 20/05/2019 37

NDASS
XS0478492415 3.500 18/01/2017 -13
XS0731649660 2.375 17/07/2017 -13
XS0965104978 1.375 20/08/2018 -11
XS1014673849 1.250 14/01/2019 -9
XS0778465228 2.250 03/05/2019 -7
XS0874351728 1.375 15/01/2020 -5
XS0591428445 4.000 10/02/2021 -3
XS1132790442 1.000 05/11/2024 -1
XS0801636571 2.250 05/10/2017 14
XS0916242497 1.375 12/04/2018 18
XS0728763938 4.000 11/07/2019 17
XS0520755488 4.000 29/06/2020 16
XS1032997568 2.000 17/02/2021 22
XS0801636902 3.250 05/07/2022 11

NYKRE (*senior secured)
LU0787776052* 3.250 01/06/2017 30
LU0921853205* 1.750 02/05/2018 30
LU0996352158* 1.750 28/01/2019 37

ISIN Coupon Maturity Mid Spd
POHBK

XS0785351213 1.625 23/05/2017 -11
XS0646202407 3.500 11/07/2018 -9
XS1076088001 0.750 11/06/2019 -7
XS1045726699 1.500 17/03/2021 -3
XS1144844583 1.000 28/11/2024 5
XS0758309396 2.625 20/03/2017 6
XS0540216669 3.000 08/09/2017 5
XS0931144009 1.250 14/05/2018 14
XS1077588017 1.125 17/06/2019 18
XS1040272533 2.000 03/03/2021 23

SAMBNK
XS0693226978 2.750 19/10/2016 -9
XS0834714254 1.625 27/09/2019 -5
XS0640463062 3.875 21/06/2021 3

SBAB
XS1117542412 0.625 07/10/2021 2
XS0968885623 2.375 04/09/2020 40

SEB
XS0548881555 2.625 16/10/2017 -10
XS0894500981 1.500 25/02/2020 -4
XS0988357090 1.625 04/11/2020 -3
XS0614401197 4.125 07/04/2021 0
XS0628653007 3.750 19/05/2016 1
XS0730498143 3.875 12/04/2017 8
XS0592695000 4.250 21/02/2018 12
XS0972089568 2.000 18/03/2019 15
XS0854425625 1.875 14/11/2019 14
XS1033940740 2.000 19/02/2021 24

SHBASS
XS0760243328 1.875 21/03/2017 -13
XS0906516256 1.000 19/06/2018 -7
XS1050552006 1.000 04/01/2019 -5
XS1135318431 0.625 10/11/2021 3
XS0490111563 3.750 24/02/2017 4
XS0732016596 3.375 17/07/2017 4
XS0794225176 2.250 14/06/2018 4
XS0965050197 2.250 27/08/2020 11
XS0693812355 4.375 20/10/2021 16
XS0819759571 2.625 23/08/2022 19

SPABOL
XS0495145657 3.250 17/03/2017 -9
XS0820929437 1.250 28/02/2018 -5
XS0738895373 2.750 01/02/2019 -5
XS0995022661 1.500 20/01/2020 -1
XS0942804351 1.500 12/06/2020 1
XS0587952085 4.000 03/02/2021 2
XS0674396782 3.375 07/09/2021 3

SPAROG
XS0853250271 2.000 14/05/2018 36
XS0965489239 2.125 27/02/2019 41
XS0876758664 2.125 03/02/2020 44
XS1055536251 2.125 14/04/2021 63

SWEDA
XS0496542787 3.375 22/03/2017 -12
XS0925525510 1.125 07/05/2020 -1
XS1069674825 1.125 21/05/2021 -1
XS0768453101 2.375 04/04/2016 -6
XS0740788699 3.375 09/02/2017 13
XS1045283766 1.500 18/03/2019 9

Euro Nordic covered bond & senior unsecured secondary spreads
Nordic benchmarks: covered versus ASW, senior unsecured (shaded) versus Z spreads, 7/1/15.

Source: Crédit Agricole CIB Trading, Bloomberg — See disclaimer on page 5
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Disclaimer

This material has been prepared by Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank or one of its affiliates (collectively “Crédit 
Agricole CIB”). It does not constitute “investment research” as defined by the Financial Conduct Authority and is provided 
for information purposes only. It is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments and 
has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any recipient. Crédit Agricole CIB 
does not act as an advisor to any recipient of this material, nor owe any recipient any fiduciary duty and nothing in this material 
should be construed as financial, legal, tax, accounting or other advice. Recipients should make their own independent appraisal 
of this material and obtain independent professional advice from legal, tax, accounting or other appropriate professional advis-
ers before embarking on any course of action. The information in this material is based on publicly available information and 
although it has been compiled or obtained from sources believed to be reliable, such information has not been independently 
verified and no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy, completeness or correct-
ness. This material may contain information from third parties. Crédit Agricole CIB has not independently verified the accuracy 
of such third-party information and shall not be responsible or liable, directly or indirectly, for any damage or loss caused or 
alleged to be caused by or in connection with the use of or reliance on this information. Information in this material is subject 
to change without notice. Crédit Agricole CIB is under no obligation to update information previously provided to recipients. 
Crédit Agricole CIB is also under no obligation to continue to provide recipients with the information contained in this material 
and may at any time in its sole discretion stop providing such information. Investments in financial instruments carry significant 
risk, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. This material may contain assumptions or include projections, 
forecasts, yields or returns, scenario analyses and proposed or expected portfolio compositions. Actual events or conditions may 
not be consistent with, and may differ materially from, those assumed. Past performance is not a guarantee or indication of future 
results. The price, value of or income from any of the financial products or services mentioned herein can fall as well as rise and 
investors may make losses. Any prices provided herein (other than those that are identified as being historical) are indicative only 
and do not represent firm quotes as to either price or size. Financial instruments denominated in a foreign currency are subject 
to exchange rate fluctuations, which may have an adverse effect on the price or value of an investment in such products. None 
of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other 
party without the prior express written permission of Crédit Agricole CIB. No liability is accepted by Crédit Agricole CIB for any 
damages, losses or costs (whether direct, indirect or consequential) that may arise from any use of, or reliance upon, this mate-
rial. This material is not directed at, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity domiciled or resident in any 
jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to applicable laws or regulations of such 
jurisdictions. Recipients of this material should inform themselves about and observe any applicable legal or regulatory require-
ments in relation to the distribution or possession of this document to or in that jurisdiction. In this respect, Crédit Agricole CIB 
does not accept any liability to any person in relation to the distribution or possession of this document to or in any jurisdiction. 

United States of America: The delivery of this material to any person in the United States shall not be deemed a recommendation 
to effect any transactions in any security mentioned herein or an endorsement of any opinion expressed herein. Recipients of this 
material in the United States wishing to effect a transaction in any security mentioned herein should do so by contacting Crédit 
Agricole Securities (USA), Inc. 

United Kingdom: Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank is authorised by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel (ACP) 
and supervised by the ACP and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF) in France and subject to limited regulation by the 
Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the Financial 
Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. Crédit Agricole Corporate and In-
vestment Bank is incorporated in France  and registered in England & Wales Registered number : FC008194. Registered office: 
Broadwalk House, 5 Appold Street, London, EC2A 2DA.

© 2015, CRÉDIT AGRICOLE CORPORATE AND INVESTMENT BANK All rights reserved.
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